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c - chore, feet
CL - lift coefficient
C-j - pitching moment coefficient
G-; - dCj/dc , rate of change in pitching moment coefficient with
rate of change in angle of attack, per radian
C*:ldc - the rate of change of pitching moment coefficient with rate
of change in angle of attack with respect to t/>£ , oer radian
CL_ - the elevator power, per degree
^md0 ~ airolane ' s darping in pitch , ner radian
Cjtju - the effect of velocity change on the pitching moment co-
efficient (includes Mach number effect)
e.g. - center of gravit:/, usually expressed as percent mean aero-
dynamic chord
h - the distance from the center of pravity to the neutral point,
feet
Hr, - pressure altitude, feet
le - distance from the center of gravity to the center of pressure
of the horizontal stabilizer, feet
1m - distance from the center of gravity to the lin of the nose
air intake duct, feet
m - mass, slugs
It - pitching moment, pound-feet ; or Mach number
m a-c mean aerodynamic chord, feet or inches
n - acceleration
Hj - normal force on nose of airplane due to deflection of air-
stream along intake axis, pounds
II .A.A. North American Aviation, Inc., Columbus 'Division
N.A.T.C. llaval Air rest Center, Patuxent River, Maryland




q - dynamic pressure , pounds per square foot
S - wing area, square feet
t - tire., seconds
T - thrust, pounds; static temperature of the jet exhaust, R
T
1
- anbient temerature, °R
u - velocity increment along the flight oath, feet ner second
7 - velocity or airspeed, feet nor second or knots
7C - calibrated airspeed, feet per second or knots
V
e
- equivalent airspeed, feet ner second or knots
7^ - indicated airspeed, feet per second or knots
7 J - rearward velocity of jet exhaust; an "equivalent" incoimressible,
cold jet flow, feet per second
7j - true airspeed, feet per second or knots
W - weight, pounds
W
a
- weight of airflow, pounds "^er second
W
ao
- weight of airflow at sea level, pounds per second
z^ - vertical distance fron thrust axis to center of gravity, feet
a - angle of attack, degrees or radians
a. - angle between relative wind and duct intake axis, degrees
O - stabilizer deflection, degrees
§* - stabilizer deflection uncorrected for center of gravity differ-
ences between altitudes, degrees
G - pitch angle of aimlane, degrees or radians
© - pitch rate of airplane, degrees ^er second or radians r>er
second
<J - density ratio or
<k"s*ty at an altitude
density at sea level




yO - air density, slugs ner cubic foot
< - elevator effectiveness, da^/dre j or non-dimensional
tine. *7" » rc




nAH INVESTIGATION OF THE VARIATION
OF ELE7ATO i POWER AID DATING IN PirCH WITH HACH NUMB
FOR AN FJ-3B "FURT JET" AIRPLANE
LOUGH STEADY STATE FLIGHT 'TESTS
SUMMARY
The purpose of the investigation was to determine the variation
of elevator power, CU, , and danoing in pitch, 0nd9 , for an FJ-3B
airplane over a llach number range of .1\ to .3 thrcmgh flight
tests at altitudes of 10,000 , 20,000 and 30,000 feet.
The determination of G,^s was based on the analysd 3 of the
stabilizer position trin curves obtained from level unaccelerated
flight tests at e.g. locations of 22. 7h and 27.77 % ra.a.c. The
determination of C^g was based on the analysis of the stabilizer
position trin curves at n=1 and the maneuvering trim curves at
n=1.£ for the sane center of gravity locations.
Analysis of the flight test data indicated the following:
1. The altitude trim curves of stabiliser position versus
lift coefficient are non -coincident due to power effects.
2. The major contributions of power, (at constant thrust
and constant lift coefficient), to the character of the altitude trim
curves are:

a. Increase in downwash with altitude caused by the
induced flow at the tail due to inflow to the jet nixing
zone.
b. Increase in normal force with altitude at the air
duct inlet under accelerated flight conditions.
3. A close correlation in the ragnitude of Cjn - exists
between 11AA wind tunnel data and the flight test results over the ILach
nurber range invectigated. However, the opposing character of the
wind tunnel data and the flight test results indicate a significant
difference may occur at hipher Kach nunbers warranting further in-
vestigation.
U. The decrease in C^- and C^g with I'ach nunber at a
constant lift coefficient, as indicated by the flight test results,
is due to the destabilizing influence of the power effects.
It is reconnonded that further investigation of Cn - be conducted
at higher Mach nunbers to determine if a significant difference in C^-
occurs, as predicted by the opposing character of the MA wind tunnel
data and the flight test results of this investigation.

AH IHVESTIG/tTIOlI OF THE VARIATION
OF ELE7AT0R PC CD DAIPHIG HI PITCH WITH MAGH IJUHBEH
FOE AM FJ-3B "I-T32T JET" AIHPLAHE
THROUGH STEADT STATE FLIGHT TESTS
nmoDucTioN
Tlie quest for higher nerfor: ance in fighter airplanes lias forced
riuch attention to be devoted to the stability and control problems
involved in providing desirable handling qualities throughout the
flight envelope. Due to recent advances in the field of instrumenta-
tion and flight test techniques the aorodyna: icist has been able to
secure trie necessary stability and control data through flight test-
ing methods in conjunction with data obtained through wind tunnel
tests. The prohibitive expense in wind tunnel construction and the
inaccuracies of small scale models has necessarily pointed out the
advantages of actual flight testing methods. One such method is
called steady state flight testing.
The nuroose of this investigation was to determine through
steady state flight tests the variation of elevator power * CL- , and
darping in pitch, C^q, for the FJ-3B airplane over a Mach number
range of approximately
.h to .8, at pressure altitudes of 10,000
,
20,000 and 30,000 feet.
The determination of C^was based on the analysis of the

2stabilize:' position trir. curves obtained fro:: level unacc ;lerated
flight tests at two different center of gravity locations. Ihe de-
ternination of Cj^ was based on the analysis of the stabiliser
position trir. curves at n=1 and the raneuvering tria curves at
n=1 .$ for the sarie center of gravity locations.
A co-Toarison of the flight tests results with estimated aero-
dynaric characteristics furnished by the North American Aviation
Corporation was conducted to r>oint out the correlation of data.
3 flight test portion of the investigation \nxs ccr.u :cted at
the Ilaval Air Jest -enter, K. A. 3. Pattooent Aiver, liaryland on the
20th and 21st days of December 1f53. 3fce analysis was conducted
during the firing seriester of 1?59 at the Forrestal ie3earch Center
of Princeton university, Princeton, New Jersey.

EQUJPISI-I?
The test vehicle used for the flight tests vjas an 7J-3B airplane,
Bu. No. 136103. The FJ-3B is a single engine, single placed, fighter
time airplane designed for carrier or land based operations. Ihe
powerplant is a J65-W-16A axial flow turbojet engine with a thrust
rating of 7300 pounds. Hie airplane is characterized by the engine
intake duct, located in the nose of the fuselage, and the swept bach
wings and erpennage as presented in Fig. ! s 1. and 1A.
Noteworthy design features include a cambered leading edge and
cori»ined action of the elevator and horizontal stabilizer known as
the controllable horizontal stabiliaer or the "flying tail ;; . The
airplane has a conventional, fully retractable tricycle landing gear
and single -slotted Fowler type landing flaps and fuselage-mounted
speed brakes. Excellent handling characteristics are maintained
tliroughout the speed range of the airplane through the use of arti-
ficial feel and an irreversible hydraulic control systen to actuate
the ailerons and stabilizer. I^udder control is provided through the
use of the conventional cable syston. The airplane is provided with
a catapult hook and holdback fittings for take-off, and an arresting
hook and barrier guard for carrier landings. The outer panel of each
wing nay be folded for ease in deck handling and storage aboard a
carrier. Two 200 gallon external fuel drop tanks are attached -bo
the inboard wing panels.




longitudinal control is achieved by deflecting the two movable
sections of the controllable horizontal tail.

2. Xhfl tartmrd or stabilize!' section is operated Ir/draulically
and is riechanically linked to the aft or elevator section causing the
elevator to neve in a definite relationship to the stabilizer riovenont
as Presented in Fig. 2.
3. Stabiliser area is hi »Q sq. ft. and the total elevator area
is 11 .lit sq. ft.
k- Stabilizer full deflection is 6° leading edge up and 10°
leading e<. : ge down. Elevator full deflection is 2°37 f trailing edge
down and 21°3l'' trailing edge up.
5. 'Joe artificial feel system consists of a 2 lb. bob weight,
a bob weight balancing bungee and an artificial feel spring \ri.th a
^reload of 3 lb. and a spring constant of aporoxiriately 3 lb. per
degree elevator deflection.
6. Sriviming is accomplished by neans of the norral or alternate
trin switch and the electric trin actuator which prepositions the
artificial feel soring to the desired stick feel. iJite of trin is
h 3/8 lb/sec.
Hie following general specifications and dimensions are taken
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_"ie inslaranentation required bo obtain the necessar;.*- data for
'."
s investigation consisted of an airspeed indicator, an altimeter
,
an acoelerometer, a stabiliaer position indicator, and a fuel load
counter, xhe individual instrunents are described as follows;
1 • iirspeed. indicator
She airspeed was neasured with a standard sensitive airspeed
indicator connected to the airplane's Pitot~etatic. system, xhe air-
speed instnuiont error was assured negligible. A calibration curve
fc airspeed position error is presented in Fig. 3. A view of the
airspeed indicator is presented in Jig. h>
2. Altimeter
Trie altitude \xas : easured with a standard sensitive type alti-
rieter. A view of ltimeter is presented in :;>ig. 2|.
3. Accoleroreter
Sincu the i-ange of accelerations encountered in the tests iras
s. all, a special acce" >er was used for this investigation. She
accelero: so ter consisted of a glass tube aptrroxiriately 16 inches in
length, a small coiled spring, a steel weight, and an attaclinent for
connecting the spring to the internal end of the tube, -in additional
weight which was the exact sane weight as the installed steel weight
was used in calibrating the instrunent.
With the spring r.oimted in one end of the :;las3 tube the instru-
nent was calibrated by securing the tube in a vertical position,
hanging the additional weight on the end of the installed weight and
carefully marking the equilibrium position of the installed weight on

the tube. In this nanner the tube was calibrated for accelerations
of two "'g's 1 ' requiring a spring extension of approximately five incises,
Assuring the spiring constant was linoar the fractional !,g i: positions
wore easily located and inscribed on the tube. A viexf of the accelero-
iaeter as mounted in the airplane cockpit is presented in Fig. h.
^ * Stabiliaer position indica bor
The stabilizer position was :csured by a 20 volt, UOO cycle
alternating curi'ent autosyn transrdtter. A calibration of the stabi-
liser position indicator is presented in Fig. 5. A view of the stabi-
liser position indicator is presented in Fig. br .
5- -fol load counter
A fuel aboard odoirseter was installed above the ilHStruiaent panel
shroud to provide an accurate account of airplane groos weigjht. Ehe
counter was set at 9h$ and was activated at engine light-off . A cali-
bration curve for the fuel load coimter is presented in Pig. 6.
A view of the fuel load counter is presented in Fig. h.

PROCE
The' test flights were conducted in an FJ-3B Bu. Bo. I361C3 in
four flights from the Naval Air Test Center, N. A. S. Patuxent Aiver,
Ikryland.
The flights consisted of obtaining the stabilizer position trim
curves in level unaccclerated flipht and the stabilizer position trim
curves in symmetrical pull ups at n«1 .£ in the cruise configuration.
The flights were conducted at pressure altitudes of 30,000 , 20,0;
and 10,000 feet at two different talce-off center of gravity positions
ooiTesponding to 2J<.10° and 28.61 9 % m.a.c. gear up. She tests were
conducted in accordance with the rethods outlined in the 1IATC i'l.ight
lest lamial, Part II. The forward center of gravity position was
obtained through the positioning of S>96 lb. of lead shot ballast in
the fuselage no3e compartment at station itO. The ballast was reroved
for the flights at the aft center of gravity position, yfeight and
balance data is presented in Table I.
On all flights the power and trim, at each test altitude, was
adjusted to produce a level flight trim indicated airspeed correspond-
ing to an equivalent airsr>eed of 25>0 kts. Once adjusted, the power
and trim for level flight were held constant throughout the test.
The Procedure for obtaining the stabilizer position trim curves
at n»1 was as follows:
1
.
VflLth the airplane trimmed for level unaccelerated flight in
the cruise configuration the airspeed was stabilized at selected in-
crements on either side of the trim airspeed, and observations of
indicated airshed, stabiliser position and fuel counter were recorded.

'.lie range of tile stabilized indicated airspeeds obtained during the
test varied from approximately 200 to 300 kts.
The procedure for obtai.ning :• aneuvering stabiliser position tr
curves at n=1 o was as follows:
1 . With the airplane trimmed for level unaccelcrated flight in
the cruise configuration, syiretrical pull ups were conducted at
n=1.3> at selected airspeed increments on either side of the trim air-
speed. Observations of indicated airspeed, stabiliser position and
fuel counter were recorded at each point. The range of selected in-
dicated airspeeds obtained during the test varied fro.'-1, approximately
200 to 300 kts.
The test flights wore conducted in the following order:
Test flight .. . Description Take-off e.g.





2. ianeuvering stabiliser position trim curves,








h- Ianeuvering stabiliser positi n trim curves,
n-1 -5 28.619 % n.a c.





each ill;-" it, fuel was consumed tram the drop tanks only in
order to rdnimzc the required center of gravity correction. '21 data
I/O re visually observed by the pilot and manually recorded.
erologic soundings of the atmosphere "were obtained fro the
X3 Patiwent .liver Aerology Department for the period covering the





Ihe observed flight test data is presented in Tabic II. and
Tig.'s 7. and 8. She average weight corresponding to each flight
:est was deterrined from the appropriate fuel counter - gross weight
calibration curve presented in Fig. 6. She average e.g. location
corresponding to each flight "best was determined from the appropriate
gross weight - center of gravity calibration curve presented in
Fig, 9. The average -weights and center of gravity locations for the
observed flight test data are presentee, in Table III. As a sub-
stantiating factor, test flight ;' :3 - was reflown on 10 March; 19 1j?>
by an KA3C pilot. The observed flight -best data for the substantiat-
ing flightj designated as >?3A, is presontod in Table IV. and Tig. 10.
e airs">ccd instrur.ient error was considered negligible. The
indicated airspeed was corrected for position error and compressi-
bility. The coition error correction chart is presented in Tig. 3- '
The coriprossibility correction chart is -resented in Tig. 11. The
stabilizer position indicator calibration curve is presented in Tig. 5>.
The deterrination of Ve , G^ and <5 (stabiliser position in
decrees, uncorrected for center of gravity shift due to fuel consumed
fro:;: the drop tanks), is presented in Tables V. -through VII. The
variation of <5* with Ve and 5* with C^ are presented in Fig.'
8
12. through 17.
Utilising the variation of <5 with GL presented in Tig. 's
1l«. through 17.* the data for flights #1 . through i,1\. were corrected
to con? on e.g. locations of 22. 7h and 27-77 % in.a.c. respectively,
as presented in Table VIII. The eg. shift constants, in degrees of
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stabilizer per nercent of ::.a.c change, were determined at constant
C^ 's by dividing the difference in stabiliser angle required by the
difference in average e.g. locations associated with a given altitude
and normal acceleration. The variation of <S with G^ for the e.g.
locations of 22
-7U and 27-77 % ™ a.c. are presented in Fig. 's 18.
through 20. and 21 • through 23. respectively. Vfcight corrections for
VQ vrere considered negligible.
The Elevator Power, G^^.
1 . Theory
hhen b& airplane is in level flight equilibriur. as shown sche-








the suriration of the vertical forces is
WssL
np + ^ (1)
where W « airplane weight
Ljp lift force at the neutral point
1^ o change in tail lift due to elevator deflection
The sunration of ; orients about the e.g. in level flight equi-
libriur-1. is:
«og ' l1rrp -V - LelQ - (2)
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where ~:np is the norent about the neutral ^oint
h is the distance fror. the e.g. to the neutral ">oint
le is the distance fron the eg. to the center of pressure
of the tail which for calculations was assunsed to co-
incide with the quarter chord of the tail
Substituting eq (1 ) into eq (2) for L^ we have
*W " C«H» • V. - (3)
Dividing eq (3) by qSc , we have
___E + _____ [h-lg]
qSc qSc qSc
which reduces to the following coefficient form










or rearranging terms we have
a
qS ¥
Substituting eq (6) into eq (5),
Then solving eq (7) for 5 ,
d










where the first terri corresponds to the elevator angle at 0^=0
and the second terr corresponds to the elevator angle variance with GL
Differentiating eq (8) with respect to h/c and noting that the








Gn5 -^e lp/c - h/c
per deg (10)
which is the basic expression employed in the determination of elevator
power and is based on the airplane lift coefficient.
2. Determination of
9joi&.
•The determination of C^- was restricted to a range of
C^ » ,275> to .32^ which constitutes the central portion of the 5
versus Cr curves for n=1 . In order to deter. tine h/c it was nec-
essary a3 the initial procedure to determine the location of the neutral
point.
In determining the neutral point the values of d5/dG^ for the
three test altitudes and for a C^ range of .275> to ,325 > as ob-
tained fror the c5 versus C^ curves for n=1 , were plotted versus
e.g. location as presented in Fig. 2h« ilie neutral point was determined
as the e.g. corresponding to the dJ/dC-^ zero intercept of the extra-
polated line drawn through the plotted data points.
A coiTparison of the neutral point variation with C-r with the
North American Aviation Corporation data is presented in Fig. 25.
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The determination of Cng in accordance with eq (10) for the three
test altitudes, e.g. locations of 22.71* and 27-77 % m.a.o., and a
Ct range of .275 to .325 is presented in Tabic IX. -r- comparison
of the variation of C^ with llach number with tha liortii American
Aviation Corporation data is presented in Pig. *s 26. and 27.
The Damping in Pitch,
^nde
1 . Theory
In accordance with Itef. (1 ) the non-dimensional pitching nonent
equation for longitudinal motion of a rigid airplane with controls
fixed and whose thrust vector passes through the e.g. is:
C^u C^jO C^da + C^6 - hd^ = ^5 5* (11)
Equation (1 1 ) is based on a rigid body development assuming that
the disturbed notion is one of small oscillations about some steady-
state flight condition and also that the external forces and moments
acting on the airplane, due to the perturbations fror.: steady state
notion, are independent of the accelerations involved.
For the case of steady level unaccelerated flight and symmetrical




(Wi + C^c + Creeds » Cmy* (13)
If, as in the case of a subsonic aircraft, (M < .75) , it is
assumed that Cmu is negligible and that G^ is constant for CL










a5 =5" - -5" ,
n>1 n=1
d6
GL [-a for symmetrical null -up s.
2. Determination of Gj-^g
The deterrdnation of C^g was restricted to GL .325 which
is the only value of C^ for which C
r
was experimentally determined,
and which lies in the range of C^ common to the 5* versus C, curves
for n=1 and 1 .5 • The determination of CmdO in accordance with
eq (ih) for altitudes of 10,000 and 20,000 feet, eg. locations of
22. 7h and 27.77 % m.a.c, and CL .325 > is nresented in Table X.
No experimental value of C^q was determined for C^ = .325 at an
altitude of 30^000 feet since the associated Mach number of M- .8
is greater than the llach number range for vjhich eq (1I4) rerains valid.
The theoretical calculation of C^q is based on the assumption
that total damping in pitch is the sum of the damping contributions
of the various airplane components. In the normally configured
airplane the damping due to the tail is considered the major factor.
The damping due to the tail occurs as a direct result of the change
in effective angle of attack of the tail produced by the angular
velocity. It is the usual practice to evaluate the darping in pitch
due to the tail and then increase the tail damning by a factor of




The theoretical calculation of 0^0 is given by
C
md6 * 1 ' 1 ^x ~r^ "T Pe ** rad - Ref • )
However in the case of the ?J-3B, where the horizontal stabilizer
is all rsoveable, the factor "c is equal to one, and the equation
reduces to
le #-3





A cormarison of the theoretical value of C^q , determined in
accordance •with eq (15>) and based on the expert:ental value of C^-
as determined by eq (10), with the values of 0^0 > deterriined from





An analysis of the observed flight test data presented in
Fig.' s 7. and 8., the £ versus 7Q ciirves presented in Fig. «s
12. and 13., and the 5" versus C^ curves presented in Fig. ! s 18.
through 23
.




For any given test flight the three altitude trim curves
are not coincident but are offset by a near constant pitching norent.




The magnitude of the offsets between the altitude curves
for n=1 .$ is greater than the offsets evidenced for the altitude
curves at n=1 , for the sane lift coefficient.
h . The near constant nose up pitching moment is independent of
dynamic pressure variation and therefore not influenced to any large
extent by aeroelastic phenomena.
Comparison of the observed flight te3t data for test flight #3
presented in Fig. 8. and the observed flight test data for the sub-
stantiating test flight ,>'3A presented in Fig. 10. indicate that the
test data is reliable.
Hie non- coincident character of the altitude trir curves due to
the nose ut> pitching moment encountered with altitude increase is
caused by power effects. The three major contributions of the jet
power unit to the longitudinal stability of the airplane are:
1 direct thrust effect
2. induced flow at the tail due to inflow to the jet mixing
zone
3- direct normal force effects at the air duct inlet.
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The direct thrust effect, which is given in Ref, (1) as
m W c
does not affect the nose up pitching moment for a constant thrust
and constant lift coefficient. Therefore the direct thrust effect
is disregarded.
The induced flow of air into the mixing zone behind the jet
nozzle causes a downwash at the tail when the tail is mounted above
the jet axis. On the basis of constant thrust and constant C^ the
downwash increases with altitude due to a decrease in the equivalent
exit nozzle velocity ratio, Vl/7
. The ratio Vj/7 is the actual
exit nozzle velocity ratio corrected for the absolute temperature
ratio, T /T . It is noted that the ratio Vj/V did not exceed a
value of two throughout the range of airspeeds investigated.
A detailed analysis of induced flow effects at the tail due to
inflow to the jet nixing zone is presented in Hef. (2). The destabi-
lizing effect of the downwash is apparent in the increase in down
stabilizer required to balance the airnlane as altitude is increased
for a constant thrust and a constant lift coefficient.
The normal force effect is created as a result of the momentum
change incurred as the free strear is bent along the duct axis. The




is the sea level weight flow rate of air flowing
through the duct, in pounds oer second
a j is the angle between the local flow at the duct entrance
and the duct axis, in degrees
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1« is the distance fror. the e.g. to the duct entrance,
in foot






r^ 57.3 Zp ScVe






The effect of load factor applied through symmetrical pull-ups
is to reduce the angle between the local flow at the duct entrance
and the duct axis in accordance with the following relationship:
which for symmetrical pull-ups reduces to:
« - a, - i£ g Ji&LlJ Jn=1 v ^r
which can be revrritten as:
cj " aj " ** e%1I(r (20)
Substituting the results of eq (20) into eq (18) we have the







It is noted that level flight at the same CL at various alti-
tudes implies that ?e and T are constant. On this basis, exami-
nation of en (21 ) reveals the following:
1
.
For flight at n=1 the normal force effect is independent
of altitude.
2. For flight at n>1 the destabilising influence of the
normal force effect increases with altitude. This effect accounts for
the magnitude of the offsets between the altitude trim curves for
n=1 .5 being greater than the offsets of the altitude trim curves at
n»1 for the sane lift coefficient.
The Elevator Power, C^
The determination of the neutral noint based on data for only two
e.g. positions is qixestionable. However, comparison of the flight
te3t neutral ooint variation with life coefficient, with the North
American Aviation Corporation Data, as presented in Fig. 25>. , indicates
that the data is reliable.
Comparison of the variation of CL with liach number, \rlth the
North American Aviation Corporation data, as presented in Fig.'s 26.
and 27., reveals the following:
1 . A close correlation in the magnitude of Cn exists between
the IiAA wind tunnel data and the flight test results over the Iach
number range investigated. However, the opposing character of the
IIAA wind tunnel data and the flight test results indicate that a
significant difference may occur at higher Ilach numbers warranting
further investigation. It is noted that the wind tunnel C^- curve
for the FJ-2 airplane is identical in all respects to that of the FJ-33.
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2. The decrease in C^- with llach number at a constant lift
coefficient as indicated by the flight test results is due to the de-
stabilizing influence of the power effects.
3. Elevator power increases as the e.g. moves forward due to
an increase in tail length.
The Darping in Pitch, ^619
A comparison of values of G^^g determined experimentally with
the theoretical values, as presented in Table XI., indicate the
following
:
1 . Close correlation exists between experimental and theoreti-
cal results within the Kach nur.ber range (:! < .75) for which eq (1I1)
is considered valid.
2. No experimental value of C^q was deterrined for C^ = .325
at an altitude of 30,000 ft since the associated llach number
(M s .8) is greater than the llach number range for which eq (lit) re-
mains valid. At llach numbers greater than .75 the assumptions that
Cj^ is negligible , and th at Gna is constant for C^ equal to a con-
stant, are no longer valid j this fact is borne out through examination
of Fig.'s 20. and 23. where it is noted that at a given C^ more down
stabilizer is required for flight at n=1 -5 than at n=1 .
3- The decrease in 0^9 with liach number at a constant lift
coefficient as indicated by the flight test results is due to a de-




It is concluded that:
1
.
The flight test data is reliable
.
2. The non-coincident character of the altitude trim curves
of stabilizer position versus Ct is due to power effects.
3 The major contributions of power, (at constant. thrust and
constant lift coefficient), to the character of the altitude trir
curves are
:
a. Increase in downwash with altitude caused by the in-
duced flow at the tail due to inflow to the jet roaring
zone.
b. Increase in norral force with altitude at the air duct
inlet under accelerated flight conditions.
li. A close correlation in the nagnitude of C^ exists between
ILIA, wind tunnel data and the flight test results over the :iach nurber
range investigated. However, the opposing character of the NAA wind
tunnel data and the flight test results indicates a significant
difference may occur at higher TSach nunber warranting further in-
ve stiga Lion
.
5. The decrease in C with Ilach nunber at a constant lift
coefficient, as indicated by the flight test results, is due to the
destabilizing influence of the power effects.
6. Close correlation of values for C^ exists between flight
test and theoretical results for Mach numbers less than .75 for
which eq (lii) is valid.

2U
7. 3ie decrease in G^q with Kach nuiriber at a constant lift
coefficient, as indicated by the flight test results, is due to a





It is recoimended that:
1. Further investigation of CL r be conducted at higher
Ilach nunbers to determine if a significant difference in C^-
occurs, as predicted by the opposing character of the IIAA wind
tunnel data and the flight test results of this investigation.
2. Greater erinhasis be placed on obtaining the variation





Ref. 1.: Perkins, Courtland D. , and Hage, .cobert E.i Airplane
Perfomance, Stability and Control, 1°^9> 1st ed.,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., Ifcw York.
Ref. 2.: Abzug, 'Lalcolr. J.: Effects of Jet and Rocket Operation
on Static Longitudinal and Directional Stability,
ly]£, A. D. R. II
-35, H&7AER Publication.
Livingston, ".Jillian IT. : Detcrrination of the Elevator Power and
the Canning in Pitch of the Cessna 1J;0 Airplane fron




'-feight and Balance Data
Center of Gravity Locations



















































•Basic weight includes: full fuel, canopy closed, pilot, parachute and gear dovm.
2,
'/feight of fuel in drop tanks.
3
'Ballast at Station 1*0.
x Gear retraction
Distance from reference datum to leading edge of H.A.C. = 162.29 in




In -Flight Recorded Data
Flight T.O.-C.G. 7l S" Fuel ?ago Fuel Terco. Pressure
Ho. ( .a.:.; (knots) (units) (lbs) counter/ — \ (°c) (%) altitude(gal) \f J / (feet)














205 263 31 00 61 t -26 33.h 20,000
225 253
2l|0 255











































Flight T.O.-C.G. 7i s Fuel gage Fuel Tern. RPM Pressure
No
- (*H.A.C.) (knots) (units) (lbs) counter (°0) {%) altitude
(gal) 1 (feet)










205 277 3-10 600 -13 81.2 10,
225 272
2ii0 268











































































\,o ri.A.C. ,; (knots) (units) (lbs) counter C°c) (:') al fcitude
,
(gal) (feet)














205 257 3550 682 -22 81.2 20,000
225 253
2iiC 250







I 205 258 3200 622 -13 81.0 10, 000"
225 255
2llG T 252.5












Average Vfeights and Centers of Gravity
I
I Flight No. Presas alt. Weight C.G.
x



















































In -Flight tecorded Data
lest Flight No. 3A Conducted by Naval Air Test Center,
Test Pilot's School Staff as Substantiating Data.
Flight No. T.O.-C.G. V± £ .Fuel gage Temp. RP!
!
Press. Alt.
{% M.A.C.) | (knots) (units) | (lbs) (°c) (ft (feet)



































ueterrdnation of Equivalent Airspeed, 7
33
H
p \ ^pos 7c *7c 7e H
30,' 210 1 .30 211.30 - 5.3 ?o5.5o .57
230 1.55 231^ - 7.5 22I : . 05 .62
2ll5 1 ,6c 2)>6.6o - 8.9 237.70 .66






.90 295.9C -11*. li 281 .50 .78
315 .10 315.10 -17.0 298.10 .83
20,000 205 1.35 206.3"; - 2.8 203.55 A6
225 1 .ho 226.)' - 3-7 222.70 .1*9
OJk 1.75 21*1 .75 - li.l 21*1 -35 .53
253.0 1 .30 255.10 - 5.1 250.00 .56
265 1.05 266.05 - 5.8 260.25 .50
230 • .80 280.30 - 6.7 27h . 1 .61
300 .80 300.80 - 8.1 292.70 .65
10,000 205 1.35 206.35 - 1.1 205.25 .37
225 1 .iiO 226.10 - 1.5 221*. 90 .1*1
2l;0 1.75 2H.75 - 1.8 239. 5 . :.:l!
250.8 i. ho 252.20 - 2.0 250.20 .1:6
260 1.15 261.15 - 2.2 258.95 Ml
275 .85 275.85
,
- 2.6 273.25 .50 j




Determination of CL versus 5






n=1 (Plight No.r n-1 .5 (Flight No. 2)
cPind 5* VW CL 5* ind r iJavg cL
feat knots units deg lbs units dog lbs
30,000 205,50 121,000 260 -0.82 18,620 .[•28 269 -1 .32 18,760 .015
22U . 05 1i*li f 000 255 -0.53 • 359 265 -1.10 .51*3
237.70 161 ,8( 252 -0.36 .320 262 -0.92 .1*83
2li9.00 173,ooo 2l( r: -0.20 .291 258 • 70 .MiO
259.55 193, 00 2L7 -0.10 .268 -0.53 A:'S
281 .50 226,000 2hh +0.08 .229 251 -0.31 .316
298.10 251-000 2li2 +0.19 .20L 2h8 -0.15 .308
20,000 203.$$ 113,200 263 -0.98 18,220 .h29 276 -1.70 13,380 .61*3
222.70 11*2,000 253 -0.70 .357 271 -1 .1*2 •51*c
21:1.35 166,500 255 -0.53 •305 263 -1.25 .1*60
250,00 179,000 253 -0,1*2 .281: 261; -1 .03 .1*28
260.25 19li,000 250 -0,25 .262 261 -0 . 86
.39U
27I4 . 1 215,000 21*8 -0.1
5
.236 25; -0.75 .357
2 r2.70 21*5,000 2U4 +0.03 .207 255 -0.53 .312
10,000 ?0VJ.2S 120,500 26*1 -1 .03 17,850 .111 277 -1.75 17,960 .020
221. 90 Di5,ooo 259 -0.75 .312 272 -1 .1*8 .515
239.95 1 6Ij, 000 256 -0.60 .302 268 -1.25 .L56
250.20 179,500 25J) -O.J48 .276 266 -1,15 .1*17
25?8.?5 192,000 252 - .36 .258 261 -1 . r3 .390
273.25 211,000 21(9 -0.20 .232 260 -0.32 .350




r*Deternination of C^ versus c
Take-off G.C-. 28.619 % K.A.C.
^r
2 n=1 (Flight Ho. 3) n-1 .5 (Flight No. 4)
s 7e *e
£*ind r Wavg CL 5*ind s* vWg CL
feet knots ft2/sec 2 units deg lbs units deg lbs
18,230 .62730,000 2o5.5o 121 ,000 2U3 0.13 18,200 .118 21*8 -0.15
22k .05 1 ]..lj, 000 239 0.35 .351 2li3 +0.13 .526
237.70 161 ,800 236 0.52 .313 21*1 0.25 .1*70
2K9.00 178,000 23).! 0.62 .281. 239 0.35 .1.26
259.55 193,000 233 0.68 .262 237 0.1.7 .392
231 .50 226, COO 232.5 0.70 .22!.. 236 0.52 .336
298.10 251*, 000 232 +0.7L- .199 235 +0.57 .298
20,000 203.^ 113,200 2ii7 -0.10 17,780 .U17 257 -0.65 17,880 .630
222.70 Ili2,000 2)43 0.13 .318 253 -0.1*2 .525
2U1 .35 166,$00 2bi 0.25 .297 250 -0.25 .1*1*7
25r-.oo 179, coo 23? 0.35 .276 2L-8 -0.15 •1|15
260.25 1 9k, 0Q( 238 0.U0 .251. 2l*6 -0.03 .381*
27li.10 21 5, COO 236 0.52 .230 2ii3 +0.13 .31)6
292.70 21.5,000 235 +0.57 .202 2l*1 +0.25 .301;
10,000 205.25 120,50- 2h9 -0.20 17,31*0 .hoo 258 -0. 70 17,500 .605
221-.90 ih5,ooo 2l*5 +0.02
.332 255 -0.53 .503
239.9$ 161 -,'O0 21; 2 0.19 .291* 252.5 -0.1*0 .1-35
250.20 179,500 2U0 0.30 .268 251 -0.31 .L06
258.95 192,000 239 0.35 .251 2l*9 -0.20 .380
273.25 21 k, 000 237 0.h7 .225 2li7 -O.O9 .3ho






Correcting Data to Common C.G. 's
n=1
<





Vavg (CCWfwd - 2.CGshift 3.fcCG IsCG shiftconstant s 5 -corr J 6 "
feet deg deg lbs 5 MAC £ MAC % MAC deg/% !AC deg deg
30,000 1 •')<- -.70 .8c 18,620 23.03 -.2? !*.# .1798 -.052 -.75
.375 -.59 . 00 .1780 -.052 -.6).'
.350 -.1*9 ,8<? .17C C -.052 -.51
• 325 -37 .87 .1766 -.051 -.12
.300 -.25 .83 .1675 -.01*9 -•30
.275 -.11* .73 1575 -.01*6 -.1?
.250 -.02 .70 .11*12 -.01*1 -.06
.??? + .1C .61
.1230 -.036 .06
20,000 .loo -. r .85 10,220 22.71* 5.03 .1690 -.90
.375 -.81 .8Ij .1670 -.81
.350 -.71 n• J <_ .1630 -.71
.325 -.60 .80 .15^0 -.60
• 300 -.1*8 .75 .11*90 -.18
,?T, -.35 .70 .1390 -.35
.250 -.20 .63 .1252 -.20
.225 -.05 .56 .1112 -.05
10,000 ,l*oc -1JD0 . i 17,850 22.J46 .28 5-0^ .1572 .01*1 -.96
.375 -. n 2 .12 .1612 .oJ'5 -.88
.350 -.83 .82 .1612 .cl5 -.7°
.325 -.71 .79 .1552 .on -.67
.300 -.5? .77 .1511* .03 2 -6^










nr. aft 5cG fwd at constant C,
(comron CG) - (CG )
shift "' x ~"avg'
*CG- (CGavg ) aft - (CGavg ) fHd
' CG shift constant = (A5*)/(*CG)
6.
'corr
= (CGghift ) (CG shift constant)




Correcting Data to Corar,on C.G.
'
n-1























































































































































































Correcting Data to Common CG. 's
n 1 .5





$* *r avg CGavg GGshift ACG CG shift
constant
ocorr S
feet deg deg lbs % FAC % MAC % MAC deg/,l' MAC deg deg
30,000 .32 - .18 .73 18,760 23. Ill -.1*0 1-.86 .1610 -.065 - .21*5
.36 - .37 .83 .1710 -.069 - .139
.h0 - ^ .93 .1920 -.077 - .627
.Ui - .73 1.03 .2120 -.085 - .815
.18 - .90 1 .10 .2260 -.090 - .9^0
.52
-1.0k 1.16 .2390 -.096 -1 .11*0
.56 -1.15 1.18 .2130 -.097 -1.250
.60 -1 .23 1.18 .2)430 -.097 -1.330
20,000 .32 - .58 .76 18,380 22.86 -.12 li.96 .1530 -.0181* - .598
.36 - .75 .80 .I61I1 -.0191* - .769
.liO - .93 .83 .1675 -.0201 - .95o
•fall -1.11 .86 .1735 -.0208 -1 .130
.1*8 -1.29 • 9h .1900 -.0228 -1 .31
.52
-1.U2 .99 .200.: -.021-0 -1 .1*1*0
.56 -1.51 1.01 .201*0 -.021*5 -1 .530
.60 -1 .60 1.01* .2100 -.0252 -1 .630
10,000 •32 - .73 • 72 17,960 22.51* + .20 .51 .11*12 .0282 - .702 -
.36 - .90 .75 .11*72 .0291* - .871
.1*0 -1.08 .78 .1530 .0306 -1 .050
.10* -1.26 .82 .161C .0322 -1.230
.1.8
-1.1*3 .91 .1765 .0357 -1 .390
.'52
-1.55 ^ .1365 .0373 -i.5io
.56 -1.65 1.00 .1962 .03° 2 -1 .61




Correcting Data to Common C.G.'s
39
n=1.5
Common C .G. 27.77 % K.A.C.
i
*
GL <T *5* avg CGavg CGshift ACG CG shiftconstant dcorr
5*
feet deg deg lbs % 11A.C % MAC % KAC deg/£ MAC deg deg
30,000 • 32 .^ .73 18,230 28.00 -.23 I1.86 .1610 -.0370 .513
.36 .1*6 .83 .1710 -.0390 .1*21
.hO • 38 • 93 .1920 -.OWjC .336
.1*1* .30 1.03 .2120 -.0190 .251
.1,8 .20 1.10 .2260 -.0520 .118
.52 .12 1.16 .2390 -.055c .065
.56 •03 . 1 .18 .21)30 -.0560 -.026
.60 -.0$ 1 .18 t .21*30 -.0560 -.106
20,000 .32 4.18 .76 17,880 27.82 -.05 It. 96 .1530 -.0076 .172
• 36 .05 .80 .1611* -.0081 .01)2
.ho -.10 .83 .1675 -.0081; -.108
.lilt -.25 .86 .1735 -.0087 -.258
-13 -35 .9li .1900 -.0095 -.359
.52 -13 -99 .2000 -.0100 -.1*1*0
.56 -.50 1 .01 ,201*0 -.0102 -.510
.60 -.56 1 .0l« .2100 -.0105 -.570
10,000 .32 -.01 .7? 17,500 27.6b +.13 5.10 ,11*12 .0181* .OO8I4
.36 -.15 .75 , .1li72 .0191 -.131
.10 -.30 • 78 .1530 .0199 -.280
.lit -.l*li .82 .1610 .0209 -.M9
.1*8 -.52 .91 .1785 .0232 -.1*97
.52 -.60 .95 .1865 .021*2 -.576
.56 -.65 1 .00 .1962 .02514 -.625
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tzer iPasiiion versusj Velicityi
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